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Abstract Objective: To determine anatomic relationships and variation of the round window
membrane to bony surgical landmarks on computed tomography.
Study design: Retrospective imaging review.
Methods: 100 temporal bone images were evaluated. Direct measurements were obtained for
membrane position. Vector distances and angulation from umbo and bony annulus were calcu-
lated from image viewer software coordinates.
Results: The angle of round window membrane at junction with cochlear basal turn was
(42.1 � 8.6)�. The membrane’s position relative to plane of the facial nerve through facial
recess was (14.7 � 5.2)� posterior from a reference line drawn through facial recess to carotid
canal. Regarding transtympanic drug delivery, the round window membrane was directed
4.1 mm superiorly from the inferior annulus and 5.4 mm anteriorly from the posterior annulus.
The round window membrane on average was angled superiorly from the inferior annulus
(77.1 � 27.9)� and slightly anteriorly from the posterior annulus (19.1 � 11.1�). The mean dis-
tance of round window membrane from umbo was 4 mm and posteriorly rotated 30� clockwise
from a perpendicular drawn from umbo to inferior annulus towards posterior annulus.
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Together, these measurements approximate the round window membrane in the tympanic
membrane’s posteroinferior quadrant.
Conclusions: These radiologic measurements demonstrate normal variations seen in round
window anatomy relative to facial recess approach and bony tympanic annulus, providing a
baseline to assess round window insertion for cochlear implantation and outlines anatomic fac-
tors affecting transtympanic drug delivery.
Copyright ª 2020 Chinese Medical Association. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Round window membrane (RWM) position and orientation
can present challenges for successful round window inser-
tion (RWI) in cochlear implantation (CI) as well as effective
transtympanic drug delivery (TDD). An awareness of
anatomic variation may allow for improved patient coun-
seling, fine tuning of surgical approach, and enable
improved drug delivery to the inner ear.1

RWI may minimize intracochlear trauma during cochlear
implant surgery. Compared to RWI, dense fibrosis or new
bony formation was discovered at sites of intracochlear
trauma with cochleostomy.2 Implantations via RWI had
more appropriate electrode placement in the scala
tympani, corresponding to higher consonant-nucleus-
consonant word scores.3 Although these findings do not
conclusively link RWI with better outcomes, it is believed
that decreased trauma to intracochlear structures benefits
postsurgical hearing. Electrode trajectory should parallel
the longitudinal axis of the lower basal turn scala tympani.
In the event this position is not maintained, the basilar
membrane may be directly damaged or secondarily
damaged by rebound from the bony cochlear wall.4 Unfor-
tunately, RWI is not always possible in patients with unfa-
vorable anatomy and expectations should be managed
during surgical planning.

Several prior studies have demonstrated the utility of
computed tomography (CT) images in evaluating cochlear
implant candidates. In their subset of pediatric patients,
Tamplen et al5 reported that 60% had CT findings prompting
a change in surgical plan. Other CT studies have highlighted
variability in RW anatomy between pediatric and adult
populations, highlighting the importance of imaging in pre-
operative evaluation.6e8

Though CI and TDD are different procedures in the
neurotologic repertoire, the RWM remains an integral
structure to identify for both. Many inner ear disorders,
including Meniere’s disease and sudden sensorineural
hearing loss, can be treated using systemic drug adminis-
tration. However, this may not be ideal as the blood-
labyrinth barrier limits therapeutics from reaching the
inner ear.9 TDD provides an opportunity for direct treat-
ment while minimizing systemic side effects.10 Improved
understanding of RW anatomy thus may improve thera-
peutic drug delivery to the inner ear.

This study defines a series of radiologic measurements on
CT studies relevant to RW localization from tympanic mem-
brane (TM) landmarks for TDD and for RW visualization
through the facial recess (FR) for CI. We use a Cartesian-
coordinate system generated by a free-to-download DICOM
viewer software, which was shown to be reliable and accu-
rate.11,12 To our knowledge, only one other study has used a
coordinate system for preoperative evaluation. Though
these authors obtained consistent measurements, the study
was limited by a small sample of temporal bones (TB).13 The
authors of this study hope thesemeasurements will be useful
in evaluating potential candidates for CI and TDD by high-
lighting RW anatomic variation and approximating RWM po-
sition and orientation to identify unfavorable anatomy.
Methods

An institutional review board-approved retrospective im-
aging review of CT studies of the internal auditory canal
was performed at our institution from June 2014 through
December 2014 to obtain radiologic measurements on TBCT
studies. Studies with diagnosed fracture, infection, cho-
lesteatoma, tumors, congenital anomalies and repeat
studies of the same patient were excluded. Each ear was
treated independently.

Imaging was obtained using Siemens 64-channel multi-
detector CT with resolution of 330 mm in 0.6 mm collima-
tion, reconstructed in 0.2 mm intervals in axial plane with
coronal reformatting. One hundred fourteen CT studies
were reviewed. Fourteen were excluded based on above
exclusion criteria.

Measurements were obtained using OsiriX Lite DICOM
Viewer (http://www.osirix-viewer.com/) at 300%
magnification. Specifically for vector measurements,
landmarks were designated using xyz-coordinates generated
by Osirix ‘point’ function. Vector length and trajectory were
calculated using an online tool (https://www.vcalc.com/
wiki/vCalc/VectorþCalculatorþ%283D%29). Statistical
analysis was conducted using JMP Pro 11 for all variables.
Measurements relevant to CI

Angle of RWM relative to cochlear basal turn (BT-Coch)
[:RWBT]
At the level of best visibility of the RWM on axial images, a
reference angle is drawn at the junction of RWM and the
posterior bony boundary of BT-Coch. To obtain the desired
angle, the supplementary angle is obtained by subtracting
the reference angle from 180� (Fig. 1). This angle is
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Figure 2 Measurements from AFN to demonstrate RWM po-
sition and visibility. Reference line is drawn from anterior edge
of facial nerve to lateral wall of carotid canal. The black circle
outlines the mastoid segment of the facial nerve. Angles are
measured to medial and lateral edges of the RWM. Angle ‘a’
designates the degrees of adjustment (:DOA) necessary to
locate the RWN, which is located a mean (14.7 � 5.2)� poste-
rior from AFN-CA. Angle ‘b’ corresponds to the degrees of
freedom (:DOF), representing RWM visibility with a mean of
(12.5 � 2.6)�.
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relevant to neurotologists who visualize the angulation of
the RWM through the FR during cochlear implant surgery.

RWM position and visibility from FR
Analysis was performed in the axial plane. When a single
image did not visualize the mastoid segment of the facial
nerve (FN), the RWM, and the carotid artery (CA), the CTscan
datawere reformatted to visualize all landmarks on one slice
using the 3D multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) tool available
within OsiriX Lite DICOM Viewer. A reference line was drawn
from the anterior edge of the facial nerve mastoid segment
(AFN) to the carotid canal lateral wall. Two subsequent an-
gles were thenmeasured using this reference line: one to the
lateraledge of the RWMand the other to themedial boundary
of the RWM. The degrees of freedom (:DOF) between these
two angles represent RWM visibility from the facial nerve
(angle b in Fig. 2). The angle obtained using the lateral
boundary of RWM defines the degrees of adjustment
(:DOA), reflecting RWM position relative to the FN (angle a
in Fig. 2). RWM position relative to the FN, as measured by
:DOA, is particularly relevant to RWM accessibility through
the FR for cochlear implant surgery.

Distance and trajectory from FR to midpoint of RWM
(mid-RWM)
Axial images were examined at level of the exposed RWM
and bony overhang of the RW niche (RWN). Points were
marked corresponding to the AFN, RWN, and mid-RWM. A
reference line was drawn from AFN to RWN. The line con-
necting AFN to mid-RWM represented the vector of inter-
est, giving both values of length and angle displaced from
the AFN-RWN reference line (Fig. 3). A schematic flow di-
agram is available online for readers to view as AFN, RWN,
and mid-RWM are marked in OsiriX with generation of xyz-
coordinates (Supplement 1).

Measurements relevant to TDD

Distance and trajectory from bony tympanic annulus (TA)
to mid-RWM
Both axial and coronal images were examined. Anatomical
representation of TA varied depending on plane: axial slices
depicted posterior TA and coronal images depicted inferior
Figure 1 Angle of RWM relative to BT-Coch (:RWBT).
Reference angle is drawn along the BT-Coch at its intersection
with the RWM. The angle of interest (dotted) is the supple-
mentary angle, and the mean was found to be (42.1 � 8.6)�.
TA. In axial plane, coordinates were recorded at the win-
dow just inferior to umbo tip (Fig. 4). In coronal plane,
coordinates were recorded in the same window as umbo tip
(Fig. 5). Prominent landmarks were mid-RWM and TA. In
order to generate a reference line, a tertiary point was
marked at the most narrowed portion of external auditory
canal (nEAC) in the same window as TA coordinate. Calcu-
lation was conducted on coordinates obtained from two
separate slices because mid-RWM and TA cannot be visu-
alized in a single plane. The line connecting TA and mid-
RWM represented the vector of interest. A schematic flow
Figure 3 Distance and trajectory from AFN to mid-RWM.
Coordinates (solid circles) are marked at AFN, RWN, and mid-
RWM. AFN-RWN reference line is labeled as above. The vec-
tor (arrow) directed from AFN to the mid-RWM measured
(6.2 � 0.8) mm in mean length, and was oriented an average
(8.6 � 3.9)�posteriorly from the reference line.



Figure 4 Axial plane determination of TA-RWM distance and
trajectory. Coordinates were obtained at EAC and posterior TA
(solid circles), and mid-RWM (star). The star marks the position
of the mid-RWM seen on another slice (inset image) to better
illustrate its location despite not being anatomically aligned
with the annulus in axial and coronal planes. EAC-TA reference
line is shown above. TA is (5.4 � 0.8) mm on average from the
mid-RWM. The dashed white line in main image labels the angle
of the calculated vector relative to EAC-TA reference line, and
measures on average (19.1 � 11.1)�.
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diagram available online detailed how these coordinates
were obtained on OsiriX (Supplement 2).

Distance and trajectory from umbo to mid-RWM
For both axial and coronal planes, the umbo tip was used as
it represents a visible bony landmark from EAC. A reference
line was drawn from umbo tip to inferior TA (coronal) and
posterior TA (axial). Measurements were obtained from
multiple slices, as umbo tip and mid-RWM were not visible
in the same slice. Coordinates were recorded for umbo tip
Figure 5 Coronal plane determination of TA-RWM distance
and trajectory. Coordinates were obtained at EAC and inferior
TA (solid circles), and mid-RWM (star). The star marks the po-
sition of the mid-RWM. EAC-TA reference line is shown above.
TA is (4.1 � 1.4) mm mean length from mid-RWM. The dashed
white line denotes the vector angle relative to EAC-TA refer-
ence line, and measures a mean of (77.1 � 27.9)�.
and mid-RWM e the line connecting these points repre-
sented the vector of interest.

Using angle and length measurements of the above
vector, x- and y-coordinates were obtained using trigono-
metric functions e cosine for x-coordinates and sine for y-
coordinates. These points were individually graphed and
subsequently overlaid on an image of the TM to demon-
strate variability in mid-RWM location with umbo tip serving
as the origin on coordinate plane (Fig. 6).
Results

In the final sample of 100 studies, 55% were female. The
mean age was 49.2 years (range 19e72 years; standard
deviation 17.7 years). The most common indication for
imaging was hearing loss; others included tinnitus, pain,
and aural fullness. All studies were read as normal by
experienced neuroradiologists.

Table 1 shows summary statistics for all measurements
defined by this study.

Measurements relevant to CI

1. The mean RWM angle relative to BT-Coch (:RWBT) was
(42.1 � 8.6)�. Four of 100 total ears were outside two
standard deviations (2SD) (Fig. 1). This angle demonstrated
that the RWM is tilted posteriorly, and more acute :RWBT
may make direct RWI difficult.

2. Mean RWM visibility from FR measured by degrees of
freedom (:DOF) was (12.5 � 2.4)�. Five total ears were
outside 2SD. Serving as proxy for RWM position, the mean
(:DOA) was (14.7 � 5.2)�. Only 1 ear was found outside 2SD
(Fig. 2). These measurements indicated the RWM is slightly
posteriorly situated from the plane of the FN as seen
through the FR. Significantly increased posterior rotation of
RWM may have surgical implications for access to RWM
during CI insertion.

3. Mean Vector length from AFN to mid-RWM was
(6.2 � 0.8) mm. Six ears were outside 2SD based on vector
length. Longer vector length in combination with more
Figure 6 Otoscopic image from external auditory canal. The
scatterplot represents the variation seen in the location of the
RWM midpoint. The arrow represents the distance and trajec-
tory from umbo to the average of these points.



Table 1 Summary statistics for measurements.

Measurement Plane Type of measure
(Unit)

Mean Standard
deviation

RWM at junction with basal turn posterior bony boundary (:RWBT) Axial Angle (�) 42.1 8.6
RWM visibility from facial recess (Degrees of freedom, :DOF) Axial Angle (�) 12.5 2.4
RWM position from facial recess (Degrees of adjustment, :DOA) Axial Angle (�) 14.7 5.2
Vector e AFN to mid-RWM Axial Length (mm) 6.2 0.8

Angle (�) 8.6 3.9
Vector e TA to mid-RWM Axial Length (mm) 5.4 0.8

Angle (�) 19.1 11.1
Vector e TA to mid-RWM Coronal Length (mm) 4.1 1.4

Angle (�) 77.1 27.9
Vector e umbo to mid-RWM Axial Length (mm) 3.3 0.7

Angle (�) 72.8 12.7
Vector e umbo to mid-RWM Coronal Length (mm) 4.5 0.8

Angle (�) 28.4 24.4

RWM: round window membrane; AFN: anterior edge of facial nerve; TA: tympanic annulus.
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posterior RWM trajectory may necessitate transcanal
exposure of the RWM in certain cases. The RWM trajectory
was shifted posteriorly an average of (8.6 � 3.9)� from AFN-
RWM reference line, with 4 ears outside 2SD (Fig. 3).

Measurements relevant to TDD

1. Mean vector length from posterior TA to mid-RWM was
(5.4 � 0.8) mm (3 ears outside 2SD), and was oriented an
average (19.1 � 11.1)� (4 ears outside 2SD) anteriorly from
the reference line along posterior TA on axial view (Fig. 4).
On coronal reformat, the mean length of the vector from
inferior TA to mid-RWM was (4.1 � 1.4) mm, and average
trajectory was oriented (77.1 � 27.9)� superior from
reference line drawn through inferior TA. Nine ears were
outside 2SD for both length and trajectory (Fig. 5).

2. Mean Vector length from umbo to mid-RWM in axial
plane was (3.3 � 0.7) mm (three ears outside 2SD), and was
on average oriented (72.8 � 12.7)� (four ears outside 2SD)
(angle a in Fig. 6) anteroinferiorly from umbo-posterior TA
reference line and medial to umbo tip, which served as the
main reference point. In coronal plane, the mean length
was (4.5 � 0.8) mm (one ear outside 2SD) and oriented an
average (28.4 � 24.4)� (four ears outside 2SD) (angle b in
Fig. 6) posteroinferiorly from umbo-inferior TA reference
line and medial to the umbo tip. Fig. 6 illustrates this
variability in RWM location relative to the umbo. Thus, the
mean distance of RWM from the umbo was 4 mm along the
vector posteriorly rotated approximately 30� clockwise
from a perpendicular drawn from umbo to inferior TA.
Together, these measurements placed RWM position pre-
dominantly in the middle of the posteroinferior quadrant.

Discussion

Cochlear implantation

Considerable debate remains on ideal electrode insertion
method, with data supporting all approaches or showing no
substantial difference.3,14,15 However, RWI facilitated more
proper placement in the scala tympani and caused less
basal cochlear damage.3,16e18 For these considerations,
patients may benefit from RWI if anatomy permits.

A thick bony overhang may obscure RWM position and
orientation. Park and colleagues measured the overhang
thickness on four consecutive axial slices, and found no
correlation with intraoperative difficulty of accessing the
RW.19 However, this bony overhang is often drilled away for
adequate RWM visualization. This lack of association re-
flects this, and may suggest RWM orientation is more
representative of predicting surgical difficulty.

This study defines RWM orientation as:RWBT, which
was a mean (42.1 � 8.6)�, which reflects the non-uniform
configuration suggested by Atturo et al.20 As :RWBT de-
creases, the RWM directs more posteriorly and becomes
challenging to access from FR because less surface is
visible. Previously, an anatomical study demonstrated that
insertional trauma was less likely from FR approach if RWM
visibility was greater.21 We believe understanding this angle
may allow surgeons to modify trajectory or widen the FR for
proper electrode insertion to minimize intracochlear dam-
age from electrode contact with the lateral cochlear wall
and modiolus.

Kashio et al22 defined the EAC angle in a retrospective
case series to predict surgical visualization of RWM during
surgery. This angle d formed by lines through the EAC
bony-cartilaginous junction and through the center of the
BT-Coch e positively correlated with RWN visibility. This is
useful because location of the EAC can limit visualization of
RWM through the FR and may need to be thinned to fully
expose RWM for safer electrode insertion.

Even small variation in RWM visibility may significantly
affect surgical access. Very limited RWM visibility through
FR may necessitate thinning the posterior ear canal wall
during CI, extending the bony RW, or even transcanal
exposure for particularly difficult cases.23 Although this is
an intraoperative determination, predicting need for these
maneuvers is possible preoperatively - understanding
normal range of RWM visibility may alert the surgeon to
specific obstacles that may necessitate these maneuvers
thereby allowing appropriate counseling.
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CI insertion vectors have been evaluated previously by
Meshik and colleagues, who examined the intracochlear
structures of 8 cadaveric TBs using micro-CT.4 Using custom
programming software, these authors identified one vector
passing through mid-RWM and remaining tangent to the
scala tympani centerline. However, they suggested such an
insertion vector necessitated too extreme flexibility for
standard cochlear implant electrode arrays.

OsiriX coordinates are a novel way to identify electrode
insertion vectors. These dictate whether you might need to
modify your approach e for example, shorter or posterior-
angulated vectors reflect more difficult anatomy. Our data
shows vector distance is reliable among the sample, but
trajectory is more variable. This may reflect the difficulty
in pinpointing the RWM midpoint in two-dimensional space
given its nonplanar ovoid shape.20 If degree of posterior
angulation is unfavorable, it is important to maximize the
FR exposure by thinning the ear canal, completely removing
bone anterior to the FN, or even sacrificing the chorda
tympani. Modifications such as retrofacial approach or
transcanal-assisted cochleostomy should be considered in
extreme cases.24e26

Although TBCTs are conventionally obtained using mul-
tidetector CT, new strategies continue to develop as oto-
logic surgeons strive to improve CI and its outcomes. CBCT
is an evolving technology that permits cross-sectional im-
aging of distinct areas using lower radiation doses, and has
been reported in multiple cadaveric studies to be of com-
parable image quality when used intraoperatively.27e31

Anatomy segmentation on preoperative CT scans has also
been proposed as a means to algorithmically define an
electrode insertion vector and allow for image
guidance.32e34 While the study authors believe these are
promising endeavors in CI research, we do not have the
availability and experience with these technologies at our
institution. An intraoperative means of optimizing elec-
trode insertion is ideal e however, the current data is
limited by the paucity of clinical data on human models and
by lack of widespread applicability due to limited avail-
ability of equipment. We hope the measurements described
in this study will benefit otologic surgeons who perform CI
at institutions that rely on standard multidetector CT
images.
Transtympanic drug delivery

Direct application for diffusion across the RWM helps both
to minimize systemic side effects and bolster therapeutic
concentration locally.35,36 TDD may modestly improve
symptoms after failed systemic treatments, or even ach-
ieve higher inner ear drug concentrations with combination
therapy.37,38 The TA and umbo are important bony land-
marks visible during ear microscopy and are useful refer-
ences in TDD. By understanding their relationships to the
RWM, practitioners can achieve improved therapeutic de-
livery to the inner ear.

RWanatomic variation is especially important to recognize
in TDD as precise injection near RWM is necessary for optimal
therapeutic deliverye this is to select optimal injection sites
maximize drug perfusion across the RWM. Our CT-based
measurements indicate that RWM was located an average of
4 mm away from the umbo along the 5-and 7-o’clock radial
vector for the left and right ear, respectively. Therefore, TDD
injections should be in the posteroinferior quadrant of the TM
within 4 mm of the umbo. Knowing the RWM location using
external bony landmarks increases the likelihood that injec-
ted drug contacts the maximum area of RWM, optimizing
permeation into the inner ear. This may become even more
important as the field moves toward therapeutic delivery via
long-acting or sustained release vehicles.3

This study faces some limitations. Because coordinates
were acquired on multiple slices, calculations of vector
distance and trajectory from FN, umbo, and TA to the mid-
RWM may be imprecise. Further complicating acquisition of
these coordinates is the nonplanar “saddle like” confor-
mation of the RWM.20 Axial sections incompletely reflect
RWM in true three-dimensional view as afforded by surgery
e this is the experience of the neurotologists who perform
these procedures at our institution. However, the authors
identified these measurements to provide an approximation
of RWM position for surgical planning to supplement pre-
operative and intraoperative decision-making.

Linear measurements on multiplanar reconstruction
(MPR) were reported to vary between imaging planes and
may underestimate or overestimate actual physical
size.39,40 This may explain differences in vector properties
between axial and coronal images seen in this study.
Despite this, MPR produces comparable images to direct
axial and coronal scanning.41 The accuracy of linear mea-
surements on CT imaging to live patient anatomy is difficult
to validate and protocols are difficult to standardize, as
many previously studies vary greatly in their methodology
and hardware.42 Furthermore, reliability of these mea-
surements highly depends on image quality and on clarity of
defining the landmark.43

Conclusion

TBCTs are common imaging modalities for otologic evalua-
tion, providing opportunities to preoperatively assess RW
anatomy. The radiologic measurements defined in this
study demonstrate normal RW anatomic variations relative
to the FR and transtympanic approaches. :RWBT reflects
orientation of the RWM, while :DOA and :DOF represent
RWM position and visibility relative to FR e these may aid in
determining favorability of RWI. Those relevant to TDD aim
to enhance our understanding of RWM localization relative
to externally visible TM landmarks. Vector lengths are
reliable among the sample, but trajectory typically de-
viates from the average. The RWM was located on average
4 mm away from umbo tip, and TDD should be injected
within 4 mm of umbo tip into the TM’s posteroinferior
quadrant.
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